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JUST A LITTLI
BASEBALL DOPE
Baseball practice has been coming
on at a merry clip for the last couple
of weeks, in spite of the inclement
weather. The "weeding out" process
has already started and the squad is
being rapidly thinned down to that
nucleus upon which the standing of
Clemson for 1914 will depend.
The new material as a whole does
not appear to be up to the high standards set by the recruits of the seasons
of '12 and '13, though there are some
individual members of the Freshman
bunch who look good enough to cause
Coach Robinson's eye to light up
when he watches their work:
This sad tale comes from Georgia
and Tech—"We are weak, miserably
weak in pitchers." But we know just
about how to take these pre-season
ravings of their dope writers. The
"Southern Champions" will have both
these teams to beat as usual. If we
had any desire to be pessimistic, we
could cite the fact that we have but
one veteran pitcher back, etc., but we
prefer rather to be optimistic.
Along with "Andy", as pitchers,
there are Rhett, Shachte, Gaulden^
Barnette, Lachicotte and Norman, all
of whom look good and from this
bunch and the other recruits we ought
to be able to get a good quartet of

hurlers.
Clemson is well supplied with good
catchers, "Skeet" Brown, Dean, Parker, and Her are back on the job, and
Harris and Gee seem to be of a class
to give even this quartet a chance to
sit up and take notice. Besides being
able to catch, this bunch manages the
willow to good advantage.
When it comes to infields, there is
hardly any use "elucidating". With
Captain Webb, "Ralph" Cureton, and
"Sam" Hutto on their jobs, and another man of their class at third, Clemson
can boast of the best infield in the
South. All three of these men are
fast, mighty near 10-second men; 300
hitters, and know the game. (Nuff
sed.)
"Son" Tarrant and "Pip" Her are
back and will make strong bids for
their old positions. Just now, Stevens, Acker and Haddon look especially
good for a position somewhere along
the line, and there are scores of others
who are showing up better and better
each day.
We don't forget that South Carolina
"College baseball" is going to be faster
than ever this year; that Erskine's
prospects are the brightest that they
have been in years; that Newberry
has her last year's team back almost
intact, and with even a better pitching
staff and infield when we write this
article; we just expect Clemson to go
them all one better and cap the State
Championship—as usual.
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GAMECOCKS WIN
FROM CLEMSON
In the fiercest basketball game that
Clemson or Carolina ever contested in,
the Gamecocks defeated the Tigers,
thereby shattering Clemson's hopes of
attaching another State Championship. It is not the best sportsmanship to make lame excuses for defeats,
but in order to show what a hard
proposition the Tigers had to go up
against, let me state a few of the bad
losses. Logan, the star center, who
had been playing this position for the
entire year, was not allowed to take
the trip. Hoffmeyer, the new guard,
who showed so much promise, was
left behind in the hospital. Of course
this does not prove that we would
have won otherwise, but probably the
score would have beei different. Gee,
who took Logan's dace at center,
played a wonderful game for his first
attempt at this position. Captain Erwin, as usual played the best game
for the losers, while Caughman came
in for his share of fight. For Carolina,
Brooker was the bi ight star, making
two-thirds of Carolina's points. On
account of the roughness fouls were
numerous, Clemson making 22 and
Carolina making 20.
Field Goals, Erwin 1, Caughman 3;
Brooker 5, Farrall 2, Poole 2, Danner
1. Fouls, Erwin 8 out of 20, Brooker
9 out of 22. Score: 29 to 16.

Pay Your Subscription in Room 76. Past Due!
Subscription From Now Until June, 50 cents.
Subscribe in Room 76.
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Senator Tillman once remarked
that some people in South Carolina
imagined that Clemson College "was
wallowing around belly-deep in money." No popular error is more widespread than that the College has more
money than it knows what to do with.
There are several reasons why such
a notion has gained currency.
1. Certain newspapers which have
access to the office of the State Treasurer have been in the habit of publishing almost weekly the -amount of
the fertilizer tax, dressing up this news
item in such head lines as to create
the impression that the sum is huge,
and usually closing with the gloomy
reflection "all this money goes to
Clemson College."
2. The public has made the mistake
of regarding as part of the support of
the college the income received from
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the U. S. Department of Agriculture
for the support of the S. C. Experiment Station, and also the funds received from the cadets, none of which,
except the tuition, goes into the College Treasury.
The S. C. Experiment Station is
financially a separate institution, and
none of the Federal funds which come
to its support can be used for the
College or its Public Service. The
amount received, $30,000 annually, can
be used only for agricultural research
work done under the close supervision
of the Office of Experiment Stations
at Washington.
The total received from the cadets
per session for uniforms, board, laundry, heat, light, water, medical incidental and breakage fees, using the
figures of 1912-13, is $105,081.67. The
receipts for tuition were $5,050.00 for
the same year.
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Only the last item of tuition, paid
by comparatively few cadets, is used
by the College. The money received
under the other items is held in trust
for the students, and administered
for their benefit. The College does
not use or make one cent out of these
interests. If there are any small balances at the end of the session, they
are continued into the next College
year, or used to make improvements'
in' the facilities for serving the cadets.
3. While many know how much the
College receives, few take the troubleto inquire how it is spent. A large
expenditure is not unnecessarily an
unwise expenditure, and a simple presentation of the facts in the case is
usually sufficient to convince any unprejudiced mind. However, it is difficult to get these details before the
public, because the facts regarding
the expenditures cannot be so briefly
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stated as can the income.
It is with the desire of giving information both to the student and to
the public, that I have prepared the
chart which accompanies this article,
and which is so simple as to need no
explanation. It represents the probable income and expenditure of the
College for the present fiscal year, as
passed by the Board at the last July
meeting.
To build a College and a city, as
well as to operate a College with an
•enrollment of 446 the first session,
-was the task that confronted the Trustees and officers of this institution at
its beginning twenty-one years ago.
Without being a burden upon the
State Treasury, the College has gone
forward building its plant as fast as
money could be spared from operating expenses. For the first ten years,
the fertilizer tax averaged $47,867.13;
for the second ten years, $122,341.96;
and for the past five years, $235,971.26.
With this support,—how much less
than many people have supposed!—
the College has grown into a plant
valued at over one and a third million
dollars, and a total enrollment during
the twenty-one sessions of its educational history, of 12,385.
During the past five years the College has halted in the development of
its plant in order to carry out its benefits to that large number who could
not come to the College. How large
is now the expenditure for Public
Service, (over $110,000.00), the diagram clearly shows.
Unless the revenues of the College
increase, so large an expenditure for
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Public Service cannot likely be continued. It has been the policy of the
College to teach the people the need
of certain work by doing it for them,
convinced that when the College was
no longer to carry the financial burden, the people through the Legislature would provide the necessary
funds. This work of tick eradication
is a good illustration of this policy.
The work as inaugurated on a small
scale, met with little help or sympathy, and much opposition, from the
people of the counties in which it was
begun,—now the people are demanding that the Legislature appropriate
$30,000 to carry on the work at a
more rapid rate than is possible with
the funds at the disposal of the College. The Lever Bill now assured of
passage by Congress, will in the same
wa)^ come to the aid of the Demonstration Work. The people have been
taught the value of this work, and they
will demand of their Legislature the
appropriation necessary to claim the
benefits of this great piece of constructive legislation.
Clemson College has no politics to
play, except the politics of efficient
service to the people of the State. The
best service can be rendered only to a
people in sympathy with the work and
purposes of the
institution.
That
sympathy must come by making confidants of the people and giving them
information in regard to their Agricultural College, an Agricultural College whose unique boast is that 85%
of its students are the sons of men
who are now or have been farmers.
The next and last of this series of

article's, "Clemson College in 1924,"
will show what in the judgment of
the writer should be the growth of the
institution in the next ten years. It
will, I think, serve to dispel any notion that the College plant is complete,
or that the College has more money
than it can wisely use.
Rather the
question will arise,—where is the money to come from to do all that needs
to be done in that period of time?
W. M. Riggs, President
Clemson College, S. C.
March 5, 1914.
Hobbs and Dobbs were discussing
men who stammer. "The hardest job
I ever had," said Hobbs, "was to understand a deaf-and-dumb man who
stammered."
"How can a deaf-anddumb man stammer?" asked Dobbs.
"Easily enough," replied Hobbs, "he
had rheumatism in his fingers."
A Natural Concequence
What become of the little girl you
made leve to in the hammock last
summer?" asked one young man of
his friend.
"We fell out."—L. H. Journal.

SASSARD BROS. Manufacturers of
RUBBER STAMPS, STENCILS,
SEALS, Metal and

Ribbon

Badges,

Name Plates, Brass Signs, Automobile
License Tags,

Brass

and Aluminum

Trade Checks.
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Signature Stamps a Specialty.
SASSARD BROS.,
Charleston, S. C.

CHARLOTTESVILLE WOOLEN MILLS

44 YEARS
IN ONE BUSINESS—
Supplying good pure foods to thousands of our best
and most particular people
A clean record of ioo%
satisfaction should at least recommend us to you for
an investigation. We'll welcome it and you.

Welch & Eason, The Quality Shop.
CHARLESTON, S. C.

CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA.
Manufacturers of

High Grade Uniform Cloths
FOR

ARMY, NAVY, LETTER CARRIER, POLICE,
AND RAILROAD PURPOSES : : :
And the largest assortment and best quality of

CADET GkRAYS
Including those used at the United States Military Academy at
West Point, and other leading military schools of the Country. Prescribed and used by the cadets of Clemson College.
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"How are the mighty fallen". We list
here a few of them to give you an
idea just how good we intended being.
"To keep sweet",—this has been
easy.
"To boom business."
"To stand by our guns."
"To ventilate evil if we get kicked
twice a day."
"To pay our debts, if our subscribers will pay us."
"To work—since we see no way
out of it."
"To meddle with no one and tell
you about everybody."
"To work for our college."
The second term exams are almost
upon us. Remember that we are not
allowed to burn the midnight oil and
get busy now—you can do a lot in a
week and a half.

RATE: ONE DOLLAR PER YEAR.

EDITORIALS
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The latest news from AVofford is
that they are soon to elect their representative to the State Oratorical
contest which is to be held in Rock
Hill, April 24th. Most of the other
colleges of the State have already
elected their representatives, and it's
getting high time that Clemson should
elect hers. This preliminary is due
to be held soon, so if you intend entering it's time to get busy. Fellows,
we have -just naturally got to be
among the select three if we can't be
the winner this year and every man
who has an idea that he's an orator
should enter the preliminary.
This week-end will see Clemson and
Tech battling again, and this time it
is to be a battle of wits and words.
Here's, hoping we have better luck in
the debate than was our fortune to
have when last we met Tech.
Clemson could not be more ably
represented than she will be in
Me^rs. Haddon and Boyd These
men have been working hard and are
due to give Tech a surprise.
We started off the new year with
sjome mighty good resolution^ but

All of us are sorry that Dr. Vines
could not stay with us longer. We
enjoyed hearing him and feel that the
series of services have been very beneficial to both the college and community. It is our earnest hope that he
may come again this year.

PROF. T. W. SHANNON TO LECTURE HERE
Professor Shannon is an expert on
the sex problem, and has probably
lectured to more college students on
the sex problem than any man in
America. His lectures to men of

Clemson will be as follows: "Courtship, Marriage and Divorce;" "Sex
Hygiene;" "Problems of Men."
He is the editor of a Eugenic department of the Uplift Magazine, and
a member of the advisory board of
the World's Federation for purity.
He is author of a number of helpful
books, as "Perfect Manhood," "SelfKnowledge," "The Story of Life," etc.
He holds now the Presidency of the
Single Standard Eugenic movement,
and is a sane, strong and attractive
speaker. Meetings will be open to
all men of the College community.
On the Face of It.
The editor received this letter from
a youth:
"Kindly tell me why a girl always
closes her eyes when a fellow kisses
her."
The editor replied:
"If you will send us your photograph, we may be able to tell you the
reason."—Yale Record.
RESUME OF DR. MOORE'S LECTURE 'rr/HE STORY OF
THE AIR"
We live at the bottom of the great
air ocean every element of which is
essential to our welfare. This ocean
insures us life but in its turbulent
moments it becomes a terrible agent
of destruction. The great endeavor
of meteorology is to forecast the coming of these storms and possibly in
time to control or prevent them. To
a race as firmly fixed upon the earth's
surface as ours, the conquering of
this tenuous layer known as the air,
has always been a great problem.
Men have penetrated into it a comparatively short distance by means of
mountain peaks and by balloons and
aeroplanes they have investigated its
very bottom layer. The greatest portion of our knowledge of this layer,
has come from indirect methods, such
as the flying kite with instruments
attached, sending up balloons with
parachutes to which are attached barometers, thermometers and hygrometers. By these indirect methods it
has been found that the earth may be

.
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clear days, and our invigorating at- pure, cold air, "the air brought down
mosphere. In the low areas the air is by the north wind", is most commonly
drawn in over the land. It is filled found in the United States. Fourwith impurities and becomes sultry sevenths of all the high pressure areas
Isothermal Stratum
I
because of the water vapor it contains. which originate in northern latitudes
I —60° to —80° F.
Around and at the center of the low have their beginnings on the western
pressure it rises, expands, becomes coast of America.
6 miles
Convection Zone
cool and condenses the water vapor
The Right Ones
!
I
into drops of water. In this way more
"I
want
to
feed on literature. What
heat is liberated and the air becomes
It has been found that all of our
authors
would
you recommend to give
still more sultry and oppressive. These
storms occur in the lower zone, and
me
a
literary
appetite?"
low areas travel, as was said, across
that above the lower zone is a great
"I think, if I were you, I would bethe United States from west to east,
isothermal stratum whose temperature
gin
with Hogg, Lamb and Bacon."—
although the path they take is not
instead of decreasing remains constant
Baltimore
American.
fixed. Sometimes they begin in Washas far as it has been penetrated. The
ington, follow the Missouri river to
temperature at the bottom of this
its mouth, then turn northeastward
layer varies from —60° to —80° F.
along the Ohio valley, up the St. LawIn this upper layer there are no storms
but the wind blows steadily, in our rence valley, and into the Atlantic.
latitudes, from east to west. In this Again they start in the southwest and
layer dust from volcanoes collects, move northeastward across the United
and riding far above the storms trav- States. In the high area which folels around the world, giving us ou' lows a low area the conditions are reHere the air descends. It
glorious sunrises and sunsets, and be- versed.
comes
from
a very cool region to the
caues of its peculiar properties, keeps
earth,
giving
us our cold waves. This
off solar radiation but allows the radiis
clue
to
three
or four reasons. In
ation from the earth to escape. It has
the
first
place
although
warmed by
been proved that cold years often
compression
the
air
retains
a large
follow periods of volcanic activity
when the upper layers of the atmos- part of its original temperature. It is
phere are filled with dust.
Large dry and in the evaporation of what
amounts of dust in this upper layer little water there is in this area it
may have contributed to the causes of takes up a considerable amount of
the^ glacial period. The composition heat. The clouds, because of this
of the upper zone is very different evaporation, disappear and the heat
from that of the lower. Our normal from the earth is radiated rapidly inatmosphere is made up of oxygen, ni- to space.
From the low pressure area in the
trogen, carbon dioxide and water vaUnited
States tornadoes are often
por. As we go upward carbon dioxide disappears, then water vapor. At thrown. These tornadoes are thrown
20 miles there is no oxygen. At 40 from the southeastern quadrant of the
miles there is no nitrogen, and above cyclone just as the cyclone originated
Copyright 1913
40 we find only the rare gases hydro- in the southeastern quadrant of the
By U. S. Fashion & Sample Book Co.
gen and helium. In the lower layer, permanent low pressure area over the
Philadelphia Chicago
in the latitude of the U. S., occur our Aleutian Islands. The tornadoes may
Don't envy a good looking suit; have
great cyclonic storms. A great per- be predicted. The St. Louis tornado
one
made by The Hopkins Tailoring
manent whirling mass of air with its was predicted by the weather bureau,
center of low pressure over the Aleu- but investigations showed that the Co., of Baltimore, Md.. We guarantee
tian Islands, throws off smaller eddies prediction of this tornado caused more a good fit and satisfactory wear. Orwhich travel across the U. S. at the deaths through fright and because der your suit now while all patterns
rate of about 30 miles an hour. Be- nervous sick people were made worse are in stock and have shipped out at
tween these areas of low pressure are than the cyclone itself was responsiyour convenience. Samples now on
areas of high pressure. The low pres- ble for.
The downward moving air in a display in Room 138.
sure areas give us our bad weather
and also our warmer weather. The high pressure area is responsible for
BARKSDALE & ARMSTRONG,
high pressure areas are responsible much of the mental and physical vigor
Agents
for our cooler weather, for our bright of the American people. This clean,

divided into zones according to the
following diagram.
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—YOUR YEAR TO SAVE—
Not How Much You Pay For

SHOES
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But What You Get For What You Pay

Ninety-four Teachers, Officers and Assistants.
Enrollment Over Eight Hundred Student*
Value of Lands, Buildings and Equipment, $1,333,000.00

The Name FLOSRHEIM Means
QUALITY

DEGREE COURSES—Agriculture, Chemistry, Civil Engineering, Architectural Engineering, Textile Engineering, Mechanical
and Electrical Engineering.
SHORT COURSES—two Year Course in Textiles, One Yeir
Course in Agriculture, Four Weeks Winter Course for Farmers,
Four Weeks Winter Course in Cotton Grading.
COST—Approximate cost for board, room, lights, heat, water,
laundry, uniforms, and all fees for the session, except tuition, $134.
Tuition, $40 additional.
SCHOLARSHIPS—168 four-year Agricultural and Textile
scholarships. Age requirements 16 years or over.
51 one-year
Agricultural scholarships. Age requirement, 18 years or over.
Value of scholarships, $100.00 per session and free tuition. Scholarship and entrance examinations will be held July 10, at each County court house in South Carolina. For information, write at once to
W. M. RIGGS, President, Clemson College, South Carolina.
Clemson College expends over $100,000 annually for State work,
such as Fertilizer Inspection and Analysis, Veterinary and Entomological Inspection, Tick and Cholera Eradication, Agricultural
and Textile Scholarships, Branch Stations, and other lines of public service.

SHOES ARRIVE NEXT DAY AFTER
ORDERED

T. C. HADDON
Room 120
"On Corner Behind Chapel"
Agent for GEISBERG BROS. SHOE CO.

Lanneau's Art Store
EASTMAN AGENTS, Charleston, S. C.
Up-To-Date Finishing Department. P rices Reasonable.
Work Good. Service Prompt.
F. H. McDONALD, Clemson College, is our Agent

CLEMSON COLLEGE BARBER SHOP
ROOM 23, BARRACKS NO. I.
An Up-to-date Barber Shop in Barracks
Special Monthly Rate to Cadets
Shaving Tickets Also.

PENNANTS,
FOUNTAIN PENS.
POSTERS,
PILLOW TOPS,
STATIONERY,
In fact, Everything Neede dby a College Student.
THE R. L. BRYAN COMPANY
Pholes 17 and 125. — 1425-27 Main Street.

J. E. MEANS, Prop.
W. K. LIVINGSTON

J. K. LIVINGSTON

^Livingston dc Company
H

„

Wholesale Grocers
Phone 27
SENECA, S. C.
Our arrangement with the telephone company enables
anyone on the line to call us without any cost to them. Call
us and get our prices before purchasing elsewhere.

A
"Square Deal"
for everybody is the "Spalding Policy." We guarantee each buyer of an
article bearing the Spalding Trade-Mark that such article
will give satisfaction and a reasonable amount of service.
Send for our catalogue.
A. G. SPALDING & BROS.
74 N. Broad St., Atlanta, Ga.

COLUMBIA,
S. C.
When you want something in the way of
Medals, Class Rings, or Diamond Jewelry,
Watches or Silver, we have the most complete all genuine and solid line in the Carolinas.
We sell our goods at the lowest margin
of profit that anyone can, but do not handle
anything except the best. Positively, no imitations or plated goods.
We do mail order business all through the
country and attend to all mail orders personally. So do not hesitate to write for slection of anything you may want. Send check
or reference with order.
1500 MAIN STREET, PHONE 1045.
COLUMBIA, S. C.

THE

Kodak
FMishM
"WE MAKE YOUR DOLLAR HAVE MORE CENTS"
OUR QUALITY speaks for itself. All films received today)
mailed you tomorrow.
LIGON'S DRUG STORE, SPARTANBURG, S. C.
Leave your work with O. H. Beymer. He will deliver your
work promptly.

ROOM 70.

WRIGHT & DITSON'S
SPRING CATALOGUE
Containing Prices and
Styles of Base Ball, Lawn
Tennis, Golf and General
Athletic Goods—IS OUT
The Wright & Ditson Base

Ball Uniforms are better
than ever this year. Managers should write for samples and prices. Cat. Free.
344 Washington St., Boston, Mass. New York, Cambridge, Chicago, Worcester.
Providence, San Francisco.
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A complete assortment of pictures and pennants assures you a beautiful room if you care
to have one.

We have the best series of Clemson College Post Cards ever published.
Bear in mind that all our prices are reasonable.
We make a specialty of picture framing.

L. Cleveland Martin
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The Cadet Exchange
Will Buy Paying Cash
Newman's Gardener's Practical Manual
Breed and Hosmer Surveying Vol. 1.
Hardings Med. and Modern History
Davidson and Chase Farm Machinery

ETIWAN FERTILIZE R
Inoreased Yields
Early Ma/t-uirity
Improved Lands

Etiwan Fertilizer Co., Charleston, S. C.

Attention
Fellows!

Tanner and Allen Brief Analytic Geometry

KODAK FINISHIN
By Photographic Specialists. We know we cart please
you.. Mail your films to Dept. C. (or your Clemson Agent.)
PARSON'S OPTICAL CO.
244 King Street,
CHARLESTON, S. C.

The Cheapest Furniture Store in the State

a. F. TOLLEY & SON
Anderson, S. O.

I've been there and I
know what you want.
I have a complete line
of Supplies for
BASE BALL
FOOT BALL
BASKET BALL
GYMNASIUM
TRACK
TENNIS

T. G. ROBERTSON

"We Buy All Our Furniture From Them"
FOR OVER FIFTY YEARS THE NAME OF ALLAN
HAS STOOD FOR THE BEST IN
JEWELRY, WATCHES AND SILVERWARE
We still keep up the high standard and will take pleasure in serving you.
Inquiries for Birthday,

and Presentation Gifts carefully

attended to
The best work given on Class Rings and Pins.

James Allan & Co,
CHARLESTON, S. C.
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Combahee
Fertilizers
are
Real
Fertilizers
*■!■

..

Full of available Plant Food
Lots of Organic Matter to form Humus
They smell bad, but they're Good
Positively no filler used
Fish and Blood used largely in our goods

Combahee Fertilizer Company souT^L
NORMAN H. BLITCH, President

R. WILLIAM MOLLOY, General Manager
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